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Introduction
When new technologies emerge they often shift existing business models and practices.
Advances in digital media and technology since the 2000s have also meant adoption and change
for theatre and performing arts1. Social media as a marketing tool has until recently been part of
more formal channels of marketing for theatre performance-based groups producing live theatre.
The restrictions to face-to-face social gatherings brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020
sparked the use of online formats to both create and share theatre performances.2 This is perhaps
not surprising, but what is notable is that a new form of cyber-performance3 is emerging, one
which deeply incorporates social media platforms as a means of both promoting works and
engaging with audiences.
Our work in digital theatre, and in particular, digital theatre employing social media
marketing models is a main motivation for our interest in this form. Due to this being such a new
topic of interest, there is a lack of formal research regarding any shift in digital theatre since the
onset of the pandemic. As a result, our discussion will rely on the little academic literature that
does exist, as well as interviews with academics and industry professionals, and our own
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ethnographic observations working extensively in this field throughout the pandemic. We hope to
be able to continue this research to find more concrete answers to some of the key questions this
new form is posing. In this paper, we will explore both the existing models of social media-based
marketing, audience engagement trends in theatre, and the emerging new models of
community-engaged cyberformance which will be referred to as “CECF”. With this knowledge,
we will try to determine what some of the key factors contributing to the success and growth of
“CECF” may be, both in terms of awareness and fiscal return, and how we might be able to
measure their effectiveness in further research.

Defining CECF
For the purposes of our discussion, we will be defining Community-Engaged
Cyberformance as any kind of digital performance that utilizes social media channels to create
and engage with its community beyond advertisements and performances. This may look like but
is not limited to: creating content to promote the project that is not overtly an advertisement,
including the audience in any part of the creative or collaborative process, using social media
channels to open and partake in discussions surrounding the work, live streaming or other
non-promotional efforts to encourage community engagement.
While still early in its development, this new form, “community-engaged cyberformance”,
is already successful, both fiscally and in regards to audience engagement. Notable examples of
“CECF”, Ratatouille: The TikTok Musical and Bridgerton: The Musical, have amassed 288.2M
and 157.9M of views on their respective TikTok4 hashtags in the seven and three months since
their respective beginnings at the time of writing. Perhaps more strikingly, Ratatouille
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successfully raised $1.9M USD for the benefit of the Actor’s Fund in their 72-hour streaming
performance in early January 20205.
As this form emerges, questions arise surrounding how business models and practices
should and will evolve as a result of new forms in cyber performance and theatrical storytelling.
In particular, questions surrounding what strategies “CECF” is employing to achieve such
success both in awareness and fiscal return, and how existing organizations can capitalize on
these strategies to amend their existing business models in more traditional forms to increase
their ability to gain widespread awareness and fiscal returns are becoming more and more
relevant to the theatrical conversation.

Social Media Marketing
In order to understand these emerging trends, we need to first understand how “CECF”
utilizes social media marketing strategies. Traditional use of social media marketing may look
like an organization posting a promotional image from their current project to its Instagram
feed6. The first people to see this picture will likely be those who are already following the
account, and already aware of the organization and their activities. These individuals will then,
hopefully, actively engage with the post in some way. These interactions can differ depending on
the platform, but some common key metrics are likes, shares and comments. Each time one of
these users interacts with the post, the platform’s algorithm7 will take note, and depending on the
level of engagement (shares often rank higher than likes for instance), suggest the post to users
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who are not already following the account that have similar interests. If the content is engaging
enough, these users may choose to also interact and share the post, and potentially follow the
account, therefore seeing more content (read: promotional efforts) as they are posted.
There are several strategies an organization might take to encourage this. One key
strategy is through the use of hashtags, which are labels assigned to specific pieces of content to
categorize them. Users who frequently interact with a hashtag will be recommended more
content with that hashtag, allowing organizations to target their posts by using, say,
#digitaltheatre or #musicaltheatre to find audiences who already interact with content within
their niche.8 This also provides opportunities to create hashtags to categorize content for a
specific project or campaign. Users interacting with a production specific hashtag (in the case of
our work #rrnameofshow) will be more likely to continue to recommend other content bearing
the same hashtag. As marketing research suggests, users are more likely to convert to patrons
after they’ve been presented with promotional material four times or more9. In this way a
production specific hashtag allows the platform’s software to target users to convert them into
patrons without the organization having to keep tabs on users.
Unlike most traditional theatre marketing models10, social media engagement is
automatically tracked by the platform, and accessible to the user without cost. Analytics can
point to which posts have a correlation with which sales actions (think follows, website clicks or
purchases), and help users understand which content is capturing their audience the most
effectively.
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Curating content to effectively encourage engagement involves two key factors:
authenticity and a sense of community. A sense of authenticity is more valued by social media
users than a polished sales presence.11 This can be achieved both by creating content that
promotes the product without the appearance of a typical advertisement12, and by creating
platform specific content that fits organically within each platform’s unique culture and style.13
Maintaining the personality of the brand in the content, so that the end result feels authentic
rather than forced is a key factor to successful social media marketing.14 This sense of
authenticity helps to foster the second key element, a sense of community. Research shows that
social media users are more likely to engage with content when they feel a sense of belonging to
a group or community.15 As a result, campaigns that create parasocial relationships between
users, and between users and the organization or influencer have greater success in encouraging
engagement and follower loyalty.16 For organizations rather than individuals, this can be
achieved through the creation of a brand “personality”, that positions the brand more like an
individual that interacts as a sort of “person” than a corporation.17 Alternatively, organizations
can position themselves as a community and encourage engagement and interaction between
users who interact with them, fostering a sense of belonging within those who participate.18
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To understand how these strategies work in context, we’ll examine the development
process of Ratatouille: The TikTok Musical. Ratatouille began with a singular post - a 15 second
original melody posted by Emily Jacobsen (@e_jaccs) which gained traction after it was shared
by TikTok influencer Brittney Tomlinson (@brittneybroski). User Daniel Mertzlufft
(@danielmertzlufft) arranged Jacobsen’s original melody into a Broadway style 11 o’clock
number19, which he posted alongside the hashtags #musicaltheatre, #broadway and
#disneymusicals. The song itself was only 28 seconds long, keeping it within the under 60
second timeframe of organic TikTok content. Merzlufft’s post received high engagement, and
quickly picked up within the Musical Theatre and Disney communities on TikTok. Users began
to riff on the idea of the film Ratatouille being adapted for the stage, and before long, a
community of users creating for the concept developed, all using #ratatouillethemusical and
#ratatousical on their posts. As the hashtags grew in popularity, so too did the community of
users partaking in the collective creation. Composers of the most popular songs that were
eventually used in the streamed performance spanned from California to Australia. The level of
authenticity on this project was high - most of the users creating were unknown songwriters, and
the community itself was being spearheaded by young TikTok users rather than a large
inaccessible corporate entity. Ratatouille was eventually developed for a streamed concert
performance. Tickets were available for “pay what you can” beginning at just $5, and all funds
earned were donated to The Actor’s Fund, a charity to help financially support unemployed and
struggling performing artists. The stream was available for a limited period of 72 hours, but in
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that time the production, shot entirely remotely on smartphone cameras with makeshift costumes
and props, was able to net over $1M USD.
With it’s targeted content, platform organic format, authentic leaders and immediate
community building, Ratatouille was able to leverage social media marketing strategies to grow
an audience of millions and turn a significant financial return. What makes Ratatouille unique
from commercial theatre social media marketing leaders such as Beetlejuice and Six,20 however
is not the strategies employed for marketing, but the availability of the product. Unlike Six and
Beetlejuice, where audience members need to physically travel to a specific location or city to
attend the performance, Ratatouille’s final product was available virtually, meaning the only
barrier to access was a working internet connection and a device that could connect to the
internet. This is a significant distinction, as it broadens the potential audience base from those
who are physically located in, or are able to travel to New York or London, to 59.9% of the
global population.21 In addition, ticket prices for Ratatouille began at $5, while the cheapest
ticket for Beetlejuice prior to it’s closing on Broadway was $49.00 USD22 This is in part due to
the cost to produce a virtual offering like Ratatouille being much smaller than those needed to
produce a Broadway scale production like Beetlejuice.23 However, in removing the financial
barrier to entry, the potential market for audience becomes larger, which may have accounted for
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Ratatouille’s ability to net the same financial return in 72 hours as Beetlejuice grossed in nearly
eight months24.
While cyberformance has existed since the early 2000s, this interaction between
cyberformance and social media was not prominent until the public health guidelines of the
COVID-19 pandemic prevented live in-person performance from taking place. As a result, there
is not existing research detailing the benefits and drawbacks of this kind of creation and
marketing strategy, or the relationships between marketing, performance, and audiences that it
brings. To gain a better understanding of how these two systems are newly intertwining, we
conducted two interviews as a part of our research. The first was with scholar and audience
relations expert Jenny Salisbury, with whom we discussed traditions and trends in audience
engagement and how changing demographics and the COVID-19 pandemic affect audience
engagement strategies. The second was with Tony Award winning producer Sally Cade Holmes
and Theatre Maker and TikTok personality Katharine Quinn, who discussed the emergence of the
“TikTok musical”25, the future of digital theatre and cyberformance, and challenges that emerge
with hybridization of traditional and emerging digital cyberformance models.

Jenny Salisbury
Jenny Salisbury provided insight into the topics of both traditional audience engagement
strategies and benefits a shift to digital could provide the theatre sector. According to Salisbury,
some of the biggest factors that lead to stronger success in terms of audience relations relates to
audience participation. Different theatre organizations have different goals regarding both
marketing and their audience and therefore have different definitions of success. One strategy
24
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that has been deemed successful is utilizing supplementary programming that is created
specifically for the audience and filling their wants and needs. This could take the form of an
artist talkback session with actors and the creative team, a play reading event where the audience
helps decide the season or, invite the audience back at a later date to engage with the playwright.
Regardless of how it looks, events such as these promote active, rather than passive, engagement
with the organization and will keep them returning because they feel as if they are a vital part of
the theatre.
Additionally, this creates some barriers when this engagement turns to completely digital.
One of the main factors to take into consideration is that in virtual space, although we are apart,
the level of intimacy changes. We shift theatre from being an eventful night out to being
something that can be consumed from your couch. Not only are audience members in an intimate
space, but, especially when looking at early pandemic performances, the actors are also in their
homes. This erodes the fourth wall between audience and actor to some degree because both
parties are allowing the other into their personal “inner sanctum”. Although this may increase the
level of trust between audience and artist, a lot of personal barriers need to be crossed in order to
get there. Thus building a new unique relationship in the creative space.
The traditional relationship a theatre may be seeking becomes much more difficult
though. With all parties in separate spaces it is much harder to be aware of your audience’s wants
and needs because in order to discover them it requires your audience to give you that
information. If you are lucky enough to have an audience that actively participates on their own
volition they will naturally develop a sense of “community and play”.
On the other hand, a massive benefit that comes from this digital transition in the
opportunity to have a much wider reach. Salisbury gave the example of a Toronto theatre,
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Theatre Passe Muraille, which has seen upwards of 500 people in a single digital performance
which is 2.5x that capacity of their largest physical space. This growth is due in part because of
the aforementioned physical accessibility of being able to see theatre from your home but also
benefits from international reach. Having your audience widen to theatre goers in any country
now brings up the concern of how do you get them to come. She has found that when a
performance is presented digitally the audience’s willingness to pay regular ticket prices
drastically decreases so a new financial model must be implemented. But when attracting crowds
that greatly outnumber anything you have seen in your physical space, the gain from social
engagement greatly outweighs the loss in individual ticket sales.

Sally Cade Holmes & Katherine Quinn
According to Holmes and Quinn, the recent success of TikTok musicals comes down to
questions of access and accessibility. These new works allow for greater access for both creatives
and audience members, removing the gatekeepers that have kept those invited into the room to
an exclusive few, as well as being accessible to a greater market than a traditional theatrical work
would be due to the lack of barriers in finances and geographic location.
In utilizing a collaborative creation process, whether that be in the form of the
community creative process of Ratatouille or the daily Bridgerton live streams to allow
audiences members to offer feedback on the process as creation occurs, both works have offered
audiences a look behind the curtain, increasing transparency, and inviting those who are
passionate about the art form into the process, therefore fostering a sense of community. This is
distinct from traditional models where audience members are only invited to become part of the
process after a work has already been completed. In this way, Holmes and Quinn argue the work
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becomes more attractive to the audience member, making them feel as though they are insiders
in the creation of the work, and increasing their level of investment in the work overall.
Additionally, Holmes and Quinn agree that without the barriers of high ticket prices or
geographic proximity to a major theatre hub city, CECF works are accessible to a greater number
of people more quickly, which creates an audience much greater in size than one available to a
traditional theatre work. As a result, previously untapped markets become available, making it
easier to gain large and expedient growth of an audience base. This is relevant both in terms of
larger markets to tap into for sales, but also larger talent pools to draw from. Holmes and Quinn
note that TikTok musicals are creative driven rather than producer driven, removing the
challenges for creatives of having to be selected by a producer in order to have their work
developed. This allows for those who may not have otherwise been considered to have their
work developed to be given the opportunity to drive their own processes
The challenge, Holmes points out, is that existing theatrical institutions have a “scarcity
mindset”, where they believe that there isn’t enough space for both virtual and live performance
to co-exist, causing Holmes to predict that many institutions will not adopt virtual theatre on a
large scale. Quinn disagrees, asserting that now that the public is aware that these options for
content consumption exist, they will demand it of the organizations, and those who do not follow
suit will be caught behind the current. Holmes believes the easiest way of convincing existing
institutions to come on board is in demonstrating that virtual offerings increase attendance at live
in-person events. While Quinn wonders if creating new financial models that can monetize
digital content would be enough, Holmes asserts that because the producers of a property, who
are generally the ones funding the work, only own the intellectual property to the physical
production and not the ideas, characters, plotlines or situations in the text, any monetization of
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content that isn’t the physical production would fall under the intellectual property of the writers,
not the producers, therefore resulting in monetization of digital content not automatically being a
financial incentive for those who are bankrolling the projects.
Despite these challenges, both Holmes and Quinn believe that it will be imperative for
theatre organizations at all levels to integrate some form of virtual offering into their slate. In
addition to answering newly uncovered concerns of accessibility in theatre spaces, Holmes and
Quinn assert that while millennials are the largest purchasing block, they don’t possess enough
disposable income to be able to afford the kinds of ticket prices necessary to finance a full scale
live performance. In widening the potential for audiences, and providing more easily accessible
options that are more reasonably priced, organizations will be able to account for that, and
potentially sell more tickets. The question then becomes, if virtual is an option, will people still
attend live theatre?
Holmes and Quinn think yes, as the format of virtual offerings cannot capture the same
magic as an in person offering. The two believe that rather than posing a threat to in person
theatre, virtual performance offers an opportunity to broaden reach, gain a greater audience and
sell to a larger market, or, in short, virtual and in-person theatre do not have to compete for one
of few scarce positions, but rather, existing in tandem, create an abundance of options and
opportunities for growth.

Applications and Questions for Further Research
While still in its early beginnings, CECF works have proven that their unique integration
of social media marketing strategies and globally and financially accessible online product
distribution create a powerful combination that may have the power to disrupt traditional theatre
marketing and distribution structures. There are certainly challenges to adopting a hybrid
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virtual/in-person model, particularly when it comes to ownership of and compensation from
various kinds of intellectual property and how to divide it among collaborators, it seems as
though the capacity for community building and audience engagement that virtual theatre
provides unmatched opportunities for industry growth. As millennials or, as Salisbury puts it “the
broke generation”26 become the most powerful purchasing block, high ticket prices, and lengthy
commutes to the theatre are likely to become more and more of a barrier to organizations
building and maintaining their audiences. Audiences which, as Holmes and Quinn point out, are
significantly larger than those able to be targeted by traditional theatre marketing and distribution
strategies. Not only does community engaged cyberformance address these concerns, but it
manages to make the theatrical experience more than mere entertainment, but a form of
connection and community building.
Following the theories of successful social media marketing, it’s easy to see why. There is
immense authenticity in being included in a work as it’s being created. Audience members feel
as though they belong to the work, and are therefore more willing to support it. As the
communities grow, they increase engagement on posts, therefore allowing the model itself to be
self-sustaining. The organization or individual who began the work can watch as the work grows,
without having to take concerted steps to reach larger audiences beyond the continued creation of
content. Perhaps most importantly, all of this growth can occur without there needing to be a
significant marketing budget, both reducing production costs, and removing barriers to entry for
emerging creatives and producers.
In addition to financial barriers, the removal of gatekeepers, as Holmes and Quinn
remark, allows for creatives to have control over the development of their own work, not
requiring permission to continue to develop their work on a large public scale. This allows for
26
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greater diversity of voices creating and engaging with works. This is of particular note in our
current times, when the Black Lives Matter movement and the demands of We See You White
American Theatre27 have sparked a conversation about diversity in the commercial theatre
industry. As organizations strive to diversify the voices included in their processes, CECF
strategies may assist in dismantling traditional barriers to entry preventing artists of certain
identities and experiences from finding, applying for and finding an audience for their work.
Audiences and artists alike have always been more engaged when they have a seat at the table. It
would seem that the accessibility and interactivity of community engaged cyberformance has
activated that engagement in a new and exciting way.
As the form of CECF continues to emerge, more data and research is required to fully
understand the extent of its potential and impacts. Some key questions that remain surrounding
the influence CECF will have on the current theatrical ecosystem include: Does the level of
audience engagement on a theatrical project translate to sales figures? Does employing a CECF
model result in greater ticket sales to an event than one that is marketed in a traditional manner?
If so, to what extent? Are live in-person events positively or negatively impacted by CECF from
a sales perspective? Can live in-person events continue to charge high ticket prices for the
privilege of witnessing a production in the same physical space in which it’s occurring if there is
a hybrid online option charging significantly less? How do we address the legal challenges of
intellectual property ownership in a hybrid in person/online world?
While more research is certainly needed, the emerging data we do have is promising. It
seems that CECF may have the potential to induce significant change in the way that theatre is
promoted and consumed, as well as responding to challenges of accessibility, access to markets,
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lack of diversity in voices, and limits on potential financial return that have been facing the
theatre industry. It may be too early to say, but in the opinion of the authors, there’s a change
coming, and it looks like it’s going to be something good. While there’s still a long way to go
before we fully understand the extent of the impact CECF will have, the authors are excited to
watch what happens next, and continue to follow the emergence of this new, powerful and
uniquely digital age art form.
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Appendix 1: Interview Transcript (Jenny Salisbury)
Dryden (00:02):
Are you ok if we write a transcript? Lovely. Okay.
Dryden (00:06):
Um, so to start things off, we just wanted to ask you a bit about audience relations, because I
know that's your specialty, what you do. Um, so our first question is what would you say are
the, a couple of biggest factors that lead to stronger audience relations for a theatre
organization?
Jenny (00:23):
Mm, okay. Um, stronger sales, key words, again, stronger audience
Dryden (00:30):
Relations. Yeah. Stronger audience relations within a theater organization.
Jenny (00:35):
Okay, great. And are you coming at this from a marketing perspective or, um, an arts
interpretation perspective. What's your.
Colette (00:43):
predominantly marketing.
Jenny (00:45):
Okay. Um, so to answer your question, it's, um, different theaters, different theaters accomplish
this in different ways because they have different goals. Um, some, I mean, a lot of it has to do
with, uh, participation, not actually in this, in the performance moment itself, but before and
after. So there are theaters that, uh, welcome audience members to help choose the season. Um,
so they have, uh, um, they'll have an annual play reading session where they bring in audience
members to read a bunch of plays and they get to, they get to help the artists destructor decide
on programming. Um, there's lots of programming of, um, uh, small group talkbacks. So there's,
there's the traditional kind of Q and a after the performance, which can be done in a whole host
of ways. Uh, but there's also, um, additional programming that invites the, that invites the, uh,
audience members into the space at a different time to meet the playwright or to have engage in
what we might think of as sort of a book club. Um, so anywhere, any time when, um, audience
members are elicited or invited in for their opinions, um, in, for their feedback and comments,
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um, anytime audience members feel listened to, uh, that seems to lead to a stronger audience
relations.
Dryden (02:14):
Amazing.
Dryden (02:16):
Do you have a question you want to go to next Collette? I'm just looking through,
Colette (02:20):
I think, just go through the list And I will hop in
Dryden (02:26):
Prior to me asking this question. Do you have any experience with theater in a virtual space?
Jenny (02:30):
Yes
Dryden (02:33):
Okay.
Dryden (02:34):
So I just wanted to know, um, do you see any benefits and challenges with specifically the
audience or connecting with an audience through a virtual space?
Jenny (02:43):
Oh Yea.
Dryden (02:43):
And if you have any examples that come to your head?
Jenny (02:47):
Sure. Um, so one of the benefits of, uh, digital theater, um, is that the intimacy changes. So in
some ways it's less intimate because we're all separate. We're not in the space breathing the
same air being bodies together, but in some ways it's more intimate because you, as the
audience member are most likely in your home. And, um, often, especially in the early
pandemic performances, the performers are in their home. Um, so you are being brought into
that, that, uh, division between personal and public spaces are eroded through digital
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performance and you are brought into personal spaces. Uh, and so there's this increased level
of intimacy. And with that is, um, a stronger relationship between audience and performer
because the audience feels like they're seeing not just the performers public persona, but in like
they come into the inner sanctum. Uh, so I think particularly about, uh, buddies in bad times,
theater, um, queer far, wherever you are and how they were doing, uh, uh, basically a digital
cabaret and all the performers were performing at home.
Jenny (03:54):
So they had drag Queens and they had spoken word artists and all sorts of folks and, um, uh, one
performer in particular gay Jesus, uh, performed, uh, their, their piece for Queer far wherever you
are. If you are in their closet and their walking closet at home. And they made lots of jokes
about doing performance from the closet. Um, but there's a, there's an intimacy there of, uh, this
is actually, so the question of real, right? So that is really their closet and really in their home
and they're using their phone to share their performance. And it's the same phone they use to
chat with their friends, chat with their family, do all the things that you and I do with our
phones. Um, so there is an increased familiarity and increased intimacy. Um, a lot of personal
borders are crossed if we go into personal spaces, intimate spaces, um, that builds a different
relationship with audience members. Um, more trust, I think, uh, um, a more, a deeper sense of
knowing one another, uh, as human to human, uh, despite not being in the same space.
Jenny (05:08):
Hmm. Um, the drawbacks are, you don't get to build a relationship. Well, that's not true. I
shouldn't say it that way. It is harder to build a relationship with other audience members
because you don't see them and you're not as aware of them. So, um, comment streams. So I
watched a digital performance a week ago and, um, the audience that I was part of started
writing all, writing out all the lyrics to a song that the performer referenced. Um, and so the
audience members were all like one line at a time. Each person was putting in what the next
lyric was to the song. Um, so there's that sense of community and that sense of play, um, and
online performance allows you to do a lot more interruption like you can send. Um, so I'm less
familiar with tiktok, but for example, on an Instagram performance, you can send lots of hearts
and such and happy faces, and those will bubble up, uh, around the performer spaces.
Jenny (06:01):
People are responding, um, uh, and the YouTube comments like, Oh way too fast, but you can
see that there's like, there's a thousand people who have tuned in together, or there's 200 people,
but they're really communicative. Um, but you don't see the other audience members. You don't
know where they're coming from. There's always the question of, um, are there plants, are
there, are there bots, are there trolls get into it? So internet trolls is a whole other thing. Um, so
the audience, I think is much more masked in digital performance, uh, is much more hidden,
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um, while the performer becomes in some ways, much more senior, much more vulnerable,
depending on how the digital performance has done. Obviously if you're streaming something
from a professional space, that's a different conversation.
Dryden (06:50):
So you sort of went into this, in that last, um, explanation, but I was wondering, what do you
think would be some of the biggest lessons that from an like an arts organization perspective,
what would be some of the biggest lessons they learned throughout this shift to 100% digital in
relation to engaging their audience? Like where do you think those struggles, like you've
mentioned some of the struggles, but where do you think?
Jenny (07:15):
Yeah. Um, so the obvious the low-hanging fruit, but I think it's essential, um, is, is that your
online audience is larger. You know, it's just, um, a small theater in Toronto. So I think of
theater passe muraille, which is, uh, full disclosure where my husband works. Um, so, um, but
theater past summer, I is, uh, seats 200 people in their big space. Um, maybe less and, uh, seats
in their backspace, something very small. I believe something about that, um, where they've
been streaming online performances, and they'd be getting between 200 and 500 people per
show for a space that, uh, for a space that couldn't house, that many people, uh, if we were
doing it, um, live, if you will, the audience had to attend. Um, so there's a huge, and also, um, so
small theaters often who, you know, right. People will a theater of the theater audience tends to
be insiders.
Jenny (08:27):
Um, but suddenly people, so theater artists from across the country who know you. So I attended
a friend's performance in England, which is a show I never would have been able to see. Um,
even though it's a very good friend of mine, who's doing it just because of geography, but
because it was digital, I got to be there and I got to be there on opening night. And I got to send
her a nice, a nice little note saying, I got to see your show and I loved it. Um, so that ability that
geography no longer limits who your
audiences, um, is a big, is a big factor. Um, so I would not be surprised if, uh, theaters going
forward. We're looking at hybrid the hybrid performances because you just reached the
capacity. Your audience capacity is so much larger. Uh, the downside of that is people don't
want to pay as much. We're not willing to drop. Yeah. We're not willing to drop 40 bucks on a
ticket to see a digital performance, the way we are a live performance, uh, nevermind things
like Mirvish or Broadway, where the tickets are 150 200, $400. Um, we just were not prepared
to spend that sort of money. Um, so more people, less dollars per person, but maybe there's a,
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maybe you hit a balance, right. That rather than having 30 people spending $40 a ticket, you
have 500 people spending $5 a ticket, that sort of thing.
Dryden (09:55):
I'm trying to phrase, I have a question, but I'm trying to phrase to move back prior to COVID
prior to all this that we're doing right now and the traditional, um, theories or things that are
utilized for audience engagement and sort of, like you mentioned, you talked a lot about the
things that you've seen shift in the digital, but can you give us just a couple of things that are
your tried and true audience engagement,
things that you do in a very traditional theater sense or even community engagement? I know
you're involved in media.
Colette (10:30):
If I, if I can help you out for a second here, Dryden, um, like what, what would you say
is like the business model as it stands in 2019?
Jenny (10:41):
So the business model is changing, um, and it's a generational change. So the baby boomer
generation like to membership, right? So, uh, baby boomers, uh, the way to get them involved
is to have them be members and that they get met. So like you join the national arts center or
you join can stage. Um, and
as a member, uh, you get first dibs at tickets, you get special evenings together with the artistic
director. You'd like all these there's there's there's benefits to membership, um, gen X-ers, uh,
didn't want membership. Um, they wanted, um, uh, realness, if that makes any sense. Uh, so,
um, the access to, uh, rehearsals or, um, uh, conversations like how, how it was made, um, that
sort of behind the scenes, um, taking down to the facade invitations, um, millennials are the
broke generation.
Jenny (11:41):
They have no money. Um, and, uh, so membership was often out of their reach. Um, and they
also like to, um, millennial audience members, um, jump around. So they won't go and see
everything at a particular theater. They will go, you know, they'll go to a whole bunch of
theaters. Um, and then, uh, we're still trying to figure out Gen Z, uh, there is, there is a good,
uh, I'm sure there's some good data, um, mostly coming out of use in theater studies. Um, but
in regards to audience engagement, it's not clear yet.
Colette (12:15):
Right.
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Jenny (12:16):
And of course,
Colette (12:17):
what kind of, sorry.
Jenny (12:19):
No, no, it's okay. Everything with generational studies is, um, doesn't have clear borders, right.
And not every, so as I say this, like not every millennial behaves this way, not every, uh, so just
to know that these are, these are, uh, population variables, as opposed to it being right down to
it, down to an individual.
Colette (12:40):
Right. If we were going to, like, what kind of questions would you use to try and get access to
that kind of data? Like what, what are those kinds of measures in order to figure out what that
was? We were going to look at gen Z patterns on social media theater, for instance, what kinds
of questions should we be asking?
Jenny (13:01):
That's a great question. Um, so, uh, if you hadn't said gen Z, I would have said that tappa, um,
uh, the Toronto, the, um, yeah, yeah. Association of performing arts, um, did a fantastic
audience study that they made public that showed the demographics of, um, attending and
show that, uh, you know, um,
uh, baby boomers or subscription holders, like they kind of, they show how those patterns, um,
to find the gen Z is a lot of Google analytics. You can, you can find a lot of population data
there. Um,
Jenny (13:42):
It's just
Jenny (13:43):
Cause it's so new. So, um, some of this takes time, but I would look at, uh, the work that, um,
Oh, not Cahoots, uh, the theater, the Toronto theater company that does all of the, uh, they
did tomorrow. I'll have to Google... Outside the March! Um, so outside the March does, uh,
tons of audience, uh, surveys and analytics, and they have, uh, Scott mealy works with them.
Uh, so professor Scott, me Lee, uh, professor Kelsey Jacobson, both of them have done
studies with them on how, uh, audiences work. Um, and, uh, yeah. Yeah.
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Colette (14:34):
Cool. Thank you.
Jenny (14:35):
So that, so outside the March is a great place to, it's a great company to look at in regards to
audience dynamics. And they'd been, they'd been doing incredible online work this last year.
Colette (14:43):
Absolutely. Um, I had a question about social media and how it relates to marketing and
audience. What would you, or like, is there an example of, um, a specific organization or like if
you were to give sort of like the three top things that would make a good social media marketing
strategy in terms of like actually engaging an audience rather than it just like being something
that can be seen online to prove
that you exist. Right. Um, what are, what are those sort of like key things that make a good
social media marketing strategy for a great PR arts organization specifically? Yeah.
Jenny (15:25):
Uh, so a company that I worked for, we had a really successful campaign. Um, so the key is an
easy ask, right? So it's not just a seed like, Oh, if I saw the thing and I liked it or didn't like it, or
whatever, um, a good social media campaign asks something of the viewer so that you need to
participate, but the ask is really clear and really simple. So, um, we, uh, it was a theater
company I worked with called, uh, common boots theater. We did a social media campaign. Uh,
it was our 30th anniversary. Um, and we wanted to get, uh, it was our $5 campaign. So we were
like, we know that you are broke and you have no money to donate, to donate to the arts. So we
are asking for $5 and we want to see if we can get 300 donors, um, for our 30th anniversary, uh,
each of you to donate because it doesn't actually the amount of money doesn't matter to us as
much as having a community support around us and you are our community.
Jenny (16:28):
So if you can give us $5 and we can get 300 new donors, um, that'll be a big deal for us. And it'll
really help us on our arts grants and on our pitches to larger organizations to say, look, we have
this, we have this community behind us who can't give us very much money, but they love us.
And they're part of our, our, our social fabric. Um, you can bring the money to help these people
have a better experience. Um, so it was a really easy ask, give us $5, 300 new to 300 new donors
for our 30th anniversary. And it was great. It was totally successful people that it, they shared it
on their social media. And they were really proud because so often with fundraising campaigns,
especially in the arts, um, people who love the arts are broke and they feel like they can't give
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that money. They feel like they can't, um, be donors, but this was something that like, I can
absolutely give you five bucks. Um, and so there, there was this, there was success, it was an
easy ask. It was something that people could be proud of and share. So that was a really
successful campaign. Um, so yes, share-ability easy ask participation. Those are your, those are
your dynamites.
Colette (17:41):
Cool thank you. Um, what is it Common misconception that arts organizations have
about their audiences?
Jenny (17:52):
A common misconception is, is, is, uh, that they, those who your competition is. So, um, arts
organizations often think that other arts organizations are their competition, and that's not the
case. Um, in fact, you want audience people. So someone who's a regular audience member is
often a regular audience member. At many organizations, they go to a bunch of different
theaters. They also go to live music. They go to comedy, they might go to dance, all those
things. Um, so the other arts organizations are not your competition. They are in fact, um, they
are feeding your audience member. They are developing audience members that will come to
your show. Ideally, your competition is everything else. So Netflix is your, the, the, your couch,
your, your cozy couch, the food you like not having to go outside. That is your competition.
Um, the, uh, um, I guess apathy and entropy are sort of, so it's, it's, it's convincing people that it
is better to do something than to do nothing.
Jenny (19:02):
That's the Hill you have to fight. Um, because if someone is in the routine of going out once a
week or in this, in these day and age, logging it, like once you've logged into a subscription
show you the first time, once you, once you've gone to a tick talk show, or you've gone to, uh, a
live stream of a show that for the first time you do it as the hardest, right. And then you're like,
Oh, that's not so hard. I can do that. I know I've downloaded zoom. Now I know how that
works. So it's, it's getting over that initial hump. It's that first time, um, out to see a show, that's
your guts, your biggest hurdle, whether it's your show or someone else's, that doesn't really
matter because skill set. So it's, it's a, um, it's a confirmation loop, right? It's a, um, uh, uh,
positive bias. You have a good experience. You keep going.
Dryden (19:56):
That's awesome. Thank you so much. I think that's everything we had the thought out to ask you
Colette (20:02):
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So helpful. Thank you.
Jenny (20:02):
No, yeah, my pleasure. Um, if you have any other questions for me, I'm really excited about
your project. I'm look, I checked on the thing I'd like to see your essay. Not because I want to
fact check you. I just want to see it
Dryden (20:20):
For sure. We're actually planning on taking this after this class and doing a further independent
study. We hope if it ends up being where we want it, we want it to get published as an undergrad
paper. We're hoping to actually make something out of this. So thank you so much for your
contribution.

Appendix 2: Interview Transcript (Sally Cade Holmes & Katherine Quinn)
Colette [00:00:00] Awesome. OK, so the first question is, what do you see as the largest
difference between the emerging models we're seeing develop in virtual spaces and the
traditional theater creation model?
Sally Cade [00:00:10] A lot.
Katharine [00:00:14] Can you repeat the question?
Colette [00:00:15] Yes. What do you see as the largest difference between the emerging models
we're seeing develop in virtual spaces and the traditional theater creation model?
Katharine [00:00:27] Access for me and accessibility, both from a creative standpoint and from
audience involvement and participation and presence,
Sally Cade [00:00:40] So eloquent, I would have spent 10 minutes trying to say that. So it's not
true that. No, that's true. Like it is. It ultimately comes down to access and then to peening buddy
to broaden that. I think. Like the getting in the weeds, it's like. Like the process in itself, so many
people can come to the table that I guess I'm really curious about, like what the implications of
that are like, yes, that is the biggest difference. But like, what does that mean when 14 people are
writing songs, for one thing?
Colette [00:01:23] Mm hmm.
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Katharine [00:01:24] I like that she asked a question. You're like, yes, but what I also want to
know.
Sally Cade [00:01:30] Right? You I have no answers. I only have questions.
Katharine [00:01:34] That is not.
Sally Cade [00:01:35] That's kind of not my style.
Katharine [00:01:37] That's not true. But there are a lot of questions.
Sally Cade [00:01:39] Anyway.
Katharine [00:01:40] Anyway. Yes.
Sally Cade [00:01:40] Yes, yes, I agree.
Colette [00:01:44] Fantastic, if you had to guess
Sally Cade [00:01:47] Welcome to our comedy show.
Katharine [00:01:48] Yeah, right?
Sally Cade [00:01:50] Did you know that this is.
Colette [00:01:51] This is fantastic. This is fantastic. We were... like tbh we were really nervous.
We were like "This is going to be like really awkward and formal" and like y'all are just chill and
it's great.
Sally Cade [00:02:02] No, no, we're wierd.
Colette [00:02:05] Awesome. If you had to guess, what do you think it is about these new
projects that allows them to grow so quickly?
Katharine [00:02:11] Algorithms.
Sally Cade [00:02:12] Yeah,.
Katharine [00:02:13] Magic, science.
Sally Cade [00:02:15] And appetite. Like, I think that the algorithm is serving a very specific
vacuum that exists right now. And I think that
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Katharine [00:02:25] Because of the pandemic?
Sally Cade [00:02:27] ...that existed. Because of the lack of that in our regular lives.
Katharine [00:02:32] Yeah.
Sally Cade [00:02:32] I think it was. Yeah, but that is the magic I think you're referring to. Like,
there's an alchemy that happened in the last year that the algorithm served.
Katharine [00:02:42] Also... Also the thing about wanting to be there as the thing is being
created like this, this predates y'all's existence, probably are like was like when you were in
elementary school. But there was some magic in finding artists on like MySpace a million years
ago before...before they were like played on the radio. It was like, oh, I found them first. Like
there was like something about.
Sally Cade [00:03:01] It's human nature. Like you want to be an insider, you want to be an
insider
Katharine [00:03:06] And not even just an insider. But like, you know, it's like a sense of
belonging when it's wanting to be a part of it. It's like why people get excited about sports.
Sally Cade [00:03:14] Yeah.
Katharine [00:03:14] I can only assume.
Sally Cade [00:03:15] Oh, my God.
Katharine [00:03:16] But.
Sally Cade [00:03:17] Oh my God.
Katharine [00:03:17] This is a whole other. This. Yeah. But yeah. So I think that people get
really excited about like watching a thing happen in real time and being able to be a part of it in
the earliest stage.
Sally Cade [00:03:31] Which goes back to access like...
Katharine [00:03:33] Yeah. Because that's in the industry. It's like we have it opacity problem
where there is nothing that's transparent, where the front is that like well you don't need you don't
need access to that. But really I think the powers that be are just like afraid
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Sally Cade [00:03:51] Or, or it would ruin the magic. That's when I if people had access to see
how the donuts are made, like it's superb. I love the the professional experiences that I've had
have felt exactly like my university experience, my community theater experiences. And like I
find that so magical. And I think that this moment you're like, I would like for it to be a little
more professional. But this moment has allowed massive numbers of people online to see that.
But like Ratatouille, the musical, when it got picked up by Seaview Productions and Disney, they
were a part of that.
Katharine [00:04:32] Not only that, I know you're going to love this, but but but new models are
are also being built in real time. What I mean is a producer isn't like, hey, I want to option this
thing. I'm going to enlist or like talk to these creatives, like start the thing that way. It's like the
creatives are driving the bus from the get go. They are the ones in charge. And instead of, you
know, gate keepers, instead of being stymied by money or lack thereof by fiscal resources, they
have
Sally Cade [00:05:06] Pickle!
Katharine [00:05:08] Boys. They're very cute, if it's a
Sally Cade [00:05:12] You can find them on Instagram.
Katharine [00:05:13] Oh, my gosh,
Colette [00:05:14] We absolutely will
Katharine [00:05:19] Oh! Money So instead of...Feeney. That is enough. That's enough. Instead
of money being an obstacle now, audience engagement is like the metric we're using instead of
money and. Yes, I actually don't know where I was going with this. Something about access
probably.
Sally Cade [00:05:35] Gatekeepers.
Katharine [00:05:36] Yeah,.
Sally Cade [00:05:36] I yeah,.
Katharine [00:05:38] I knew she wouldn't like this.
Sally Cade [00:05:39] It's not that I don't like it. I just think it's more complicated.
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Katharine [00:05:42] Of course it is. Please inject new ones.
Sally Cade [00:05:46] This is a refrain! Yes, I think that I think that most work is artist driven,
like it's just when the an artist, an artist is not going to to start a project that they're not excited
about. And it's just when the producer jumps on board, that is shifting. And I do think you're
right that new models are being created like like if an algorithm demands that something get
pulled into the public eye or onto a live stage, then. Then there is more community power, I
guess, but the producer still has to come on board.
Katharine [00:06:34] I'm never arguing against the relevance of a producer.
Sally Cade [00:06:37] I know,.
Katharine [00:06:37] But sorry. Have we just like fully, like steam trained ?
Colette [00:06:40] This no, this is this is fantastic and fascinating and wonderful. Please keep
going.
Katharine [00:06:44] OK, so can we can we have a Hadestown comparison?
Sally Cade [00:06:47] Yeah.
Katharine [00:06:48] So Anais wrote the concept album and then producers came on board.
Producers were already excited and then she wrote, you know, in what order did all this happen?
Sally Cade [00:06:55] Anais just wrote a thing that was.
Katharine [00:06:57] The whole thing?
Sally Cade [00:06:57] She or it was a community based theatrical music concert thing
Katharine [00:07:07] That she self produced?
Sally Cade [00:07:08] That she and Ben T Matchstick, her collaborator in Vermont, drove
around Vermont in a van doing themselves with their friends. And then.
Katharine [00:07:21] They complete, with a complete...
Sally Cade [00:07:24] It was in in-process. I think they thought it might be complete. But then
Anais saw further opportunity with it and she approached Ani DiFranco and Righteous Babe
Records and they created a concept album with some fancy people attached. And then I think
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that got a little traction, which is when the first money person came on board, Dale Franzen. And
so that's how that happened. But then it took that took a decade to get to Broadway.
Katharine [00:07:51] I hear you. However, Bridgerton was like a song.
Sally Cade [00:07:58] Yeah.
Katharine [00:07:58] And then a huge audience engagement and then in real time audience
engagement, growing as that concept album has literally just completed being written and
probably a week or two in many people started approaching them. But it's just like the steps have
been rearranged,
Sally Cade [00:08:16] Which does bring up a concern of mine, which is is there enough room to
let.
Katharine [00:08:21] They don't even need.
Sally Cade [00:08:22] I know. I'm sorry. I don't.
Colette [00:08:24] Keep going.
Dryden [00:08:25] I'm loving this.
Colette [00:08:26] This is like you keep you keep saying sound bites that are like things that we
have been talking about...
Dryden [00:08:31] I'm just writing things down. This is great.
Colette [00:08:32] Yeah. No, I'm just I'm just worried about taking up too much of your guys'
time.
Katharine [00:08:37] You're fine.
Sally Cade [00:08:37] Yeah, we're fine.
Katharine [00:08:40] Friday date night.
Sally Cade [00:08:41] My my concern is though that artists won't have... That it will be more
difficult for them to have space to fail, which is, I think, necessary in a creative process.
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Katharine [00:08:55] It just depends on what kind of artist they are. Because I spoke with a
musical theater composer not to be named, who is like "I have no interest in my creative process
being out there", but some people do. And I don't know that that means that there's not space to
fail. They just have to be ballsy enough to do it in public or wait longer to put something out
there.
Sally Cade [00:09:16] And that's based on the individual artist.
Katharine [00:09:18] Yeah. Also, one of the blessings of TikTok is like any content is valuable.
So like even if a song doesn't pick up as much traction,
Sally Cade [00:09:26] Yeah.
Katharine [00:09:27] I feel like that's still content. So it's not like it's going to be like a failure.
It's just like, OK, great. Right. The next best song and that'll get more views. I think we're at a
good stopping place.
Sally Cade [00:09:39] Next question! Please! Stop us.
Colette [00:09:42] No, this is
Dryden [00:09:44] The next question we had prepped was sort of just about the future of virtual
theater. And do you think these TikTok creations or these digital theater performances have a life
after Broadway opens again or after?
Colette [00:09:56] And if I can if I can add another thing, do you think it would have happened
in the first place if we'd never had a pandemic? Like is this is this a pandemic specific kind of
weird kismet thing? Or was this always a thing? And it's just we had to be put in a situation. We
had to innovate in order to find it.
Sally Cade [00:10:13] I think it was a pandemic spark that like I don't know that it would have
happened in such a capacity. Like so quickly. So, so quickly. So, yes, and and then in terms of
will it continue? I hope it does. I think it should, but I don't know that theater institutions are
going to be able to justify allocating dollars to continue producing in these spaces while they're
producing live work. Unless you write a paper that proves otherwise.
Katharine [00:10:50] What what question are you answering by saying that?
Sally Cade [00:10:53] Is it going to continue after this moment?
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Katharine [00:10:55] Is what going to continue is the digital theater? Is that it is a digital is it
any sort of digital theater or is it specifically TikTok musicals?
Colette [00:11:04] Any any kind of of digital theater? I think I think we're not necessarily
specifically like only looking at the idea of like musicals created on TikTok, but sort of how all
of this is existing in a virtual space and how it's interacting with social media in general.
Katharine [00:11:22] I want to play devil's advocate, because that's more fun and I feel that way.
I don't think I don't think theaters can afford not to continue to do digital theater. Sorry.
Sally Cade [00:11:34] They have a scarcity mindset.
Katharine [00:11:36] I know, but they but they're whoever whoever isn't doing that is wrong.
They will be wrong. This this has has they will be wrong. They will be wrong. It has whetted the
appetite of the masses in every possible corner of the world.
Sally Cade [00:11:51] But the reality is that it's not going to happen because people are. So
they're going to get so into...
Katharine [00:11:56] That's a scarcity mindset.
Sally Cade [00:11:57] I'm not saying it's my mindset. I'm saying that these institutions,
Katharine [00:12:03] My mindset is having faith in young producers to do more exciting things.
Sally Cade [00:12:06] Oh, I think they will. One hundred percent. Well, it depends on if we're
talking about individuals versus institutions there. I think there are a lot of like in my mind, the
Guthrie is going to completely shift into the shows that they are going to put on stage for their
existing subscribers who are ancient and don't understand TikTok.
Katharine [00:12:29] I really want that to be quoted. Just put boldly across the.
Sally Cade [00:12:35] I actually, like that's real, but I think you're right that like individuals are
going to continue innovating.
Katharine [00:12:44] Why? How could the Guthrie not see that in addition to their very straight
white old audience, they're ancient audience in person, that it would behoove them to put their
name out there by creating digital records for like anyone,.
Sally Cade [00:12:58] Because it's more work and they have limited resources and everybody is
understaffed and underpaid. And how are they going to how are they going to justify being
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Katharine [00:13:08] Finding a financial model that works. Even freaking sponsorship.
Sally Cade [00:13:11] I know, but the financial model is broken.
Katharine [00:13:14] Is the financial model of digital, the financial model of podcasts of of
creative podcasting broken? I feel like we're only just now figuring out it's way too soon to say
whether or not.
Sally Cade [00:13:22] But if it's a mission based organization, they're going to have to justify in
their mission. And most of the way,
Katharine [00:13:28] Why couldn't they? Why can they be like we're producing a BIPOC
written, BIPOC directed, creative audio play produced by the Guthrie We hope that it hits
podcast Sally Cade [00:13:40] They could, but then they have to then they would have to really dig into
their definition of theater, their definition of especially if.
Katharine [00:13:47] I think everyone needs to be doing.
Sally Cade [00:13:48] I agree. I don't think they're going to.
Katharine [00:13:51] I think they have to.
Sally Cade [00:13:52] OK. But also also also another piece of this is like a lot of these
institutional theaters are community institutions like the Guthrie serves, Minneapolis. So how
can they justify serving a worldwide audience, when their mission is individual to their own
specific community?
Katharine [00:14:19] Do you know that it is?
Sally Cade [00:14:21] No, but I know that a lot of regional theaters are. And I also don't I don't
know anything about the Canadian other than like I know a little bit about, oh, my God, we're
six. And Hadestown started out .
Colette [00:14:34] Oh, that's Citadel, isn't it?
Sally Cade [00:14:38] Yes, Citadel but that's all I know.
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Katharine [00:14:41] What was I going to say? I'm sorry. What were you just saying before
that?
Sally Cade [00:14:44] I was talking about the the difference between a localized audience and
mission,.
Katharine [00:14:52] I think that you broaden. I think that's going to broaden.
Sally Cade [00:14:54] Like globalization?
Katharine [00:14:56] Yeah, but I just think that a nonprofit needs to serve its community but
needs to serve its mission. And why shouldn't its mission serve more people? That's great,
Sally Cade [00:15:06] Because I'm thinking about like
Katharine [00:15:09] like so I am I. So she you got your Arts Administration Masters in
December. I get mine next month. And I'm actually also doing an independent study that is
talking about post twenty twenty, the arts reopening. So this is like all very full circle. And I am
having conversations with people who I have met through TikTok. So this is all like incredibly
meta, but it was like opened with this. Oh, I'm doing a bunch of my projects on a theater that I've
worked out, a bunch called Northern Stage, it's in Vermont. Their mission is changing lives, one
story at a time, the broadest in the universe. Why shouldn't those stories be? They created a
podcast.
Sally Cade [00:15:48] But but yeah. And that is that is serving their mission.
Katharine [00:15:53] Yeah, I just think why would you why would you why wouldn't you want
to serve more people anyway?
Sally Cade [00:15:57] Because is it at the sacrifice of.
Katharine [00:15:59] No!
Sally Cade [00:16:00] OK.
Katharine [00:16:01] I think it should be about the both and. And yeah.
Colette [00:16:04] Here's here's an interesting thing. Do you think that independent young
producers working in a virtual space will be able to for audience eyes and butts in seats and
ticket money, compete with the institutions even if the institutions don't buy into it.
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Katharine [00:16:26] I think that's a great question. Particularly as somebody who would like to
do that, but hasn't cracked that. What's in your brain? I feel like I.
Sally Cade [00:16:36] No.
Katharine [00:16:37] Watched the thought form.
Sally Cade [00:16:39] I think the answer is yes.
Katharine [00:16:41] I think the answer is yes, once they we figure out how, like where?
Sally Cade [00:16:49] Yeah.
Katharine [00:16:51] That's that's that's all I have to offer right now, I think about this all the
time.
Sally Cade [00:16:56] I guess I guess my response question is, does it need to compete?
Colette [00:17:04] Well, in terms of like. Because hypothetically speaking, if it's not financially
viable enough to at least be able to break even at some point, people won't have the resources to
continue to do it right?
Katharine [00:17:20] And competitive in general, not competitive against traditional theater
necessarily.
Colette [00:17:23] Yeah, I'm sort of I'm sort of because at least with my company, a question
we've been asking a lot is when the world opens up, if people are going back to live theater, will
they still tune into a live stream? Is it going to die because because the necessity is no longer
there. That people still going to want this when they can have the other thing,.
Sally Cade [00:17:43] I think that's my biggest question.
Colette [00:17:45] They have so much money that it doesn't matter what we do marketing wise
because they're going to overtake anything we could possibly do and take all the audience and
then we're done and we're underwater.
Katharine [00:17:57] I don't so I personally, I hope you're creating content that's so incredible
and I'm sure you are. I personally can't wait to not watch or participate in a Zoom theatrical
production ever again. I say that as I'm about to head into the creative process, for one, I. I think
there is room for both, but I think they need to serve different audiences and different things. I
also want traditional institutions to both and. I want Broadway to produce. I want I want
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Broadway. I I'm dying for Broadway to create an online only ticket that you can buy to a
Broadway show. I don't know if that's everything that will kind of screw with, maybe? I don't
know. I don't know if that will screw with New York tourism or not, if that will still make people
want to see, I think, live in person even more. Do they see a recorded performance so they don't
get the joy of seeing it live every single night? I don't know. Bigger fish. I mean, bigger, fancier
people.
Sally Cade [00:18:54] That's the data I want.
Katharine [00:18:56] Yeah.
Sally Cade [00:18:57] Is like to prove that people if they watch a live stream,.
Katharine [00:19:02] If they watch Hamilton on Disney+, they still want to buy a ticket in New
York City or at their local market.
Sally Cade [00:19:07] And I want but I want it to be proved with the property that isn't
Hamilton. It's like because Hamilton is an anomaly.
Katharine [00:19:13] I know, but it's like listening to. Whomever the pop star ad nauseum and
then going to see it, still want their concert.
Sally Cade [00:19:23] Yeah, yeah. This this also speaks to the access question because I think a
lot about how the thing that makes theater magical and partially inaccessible is the geographic
requirement of sitting in a space in communion with other humans, like it's what makes it
glorious, but it's also what makes it difficult for certain people to attend. So how can digital
theater.
Katharine [00:19:58] Replicate that?
Sally Cade [00:19:59] Replicate or remedy? You know,
Katharine [00:20:05] In my limited experience, like even watching Abigail and Emily's life
streams with people commenting in real time and then being like, OK, how can we say guilded
on, guilded in, how do we say this? And then a million people commenting at the same time.
This is how you do it. That has given me a sense of that 15 to 30 second clips of like, again,
Bridgerton, like happening in real time and getting people's feedback it like that. That's why I'm
engaging with TikTok musicals more than I have with, like Zoom readings and musicals, because
it is actually feeling like a little bit of that communion and engagement. Seeing seeing that those
other instead of, I don't know, zoom is just so sterile, it's not built for it,
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Sally Cade [00:20:46] Correct.
Katharine [00:20:47] So.
Sally Cade [00:20:47] Yes, and
Colette [00:20:49] And what role do you think demographics play in the growth of these new
models? And how might that affect the ability for projects like this to be financially successful?
Katharine [00:21:02] What can I ask, what do you know what she's. What are you trying to get
I.
Colette [00:21:07] In terms of like demographics of who's accessing this and how much money
they traditionally have access to.
Sally Cade [00:21:11] OK, I think the. I mean, everybody is millennials are about to be the most
important buying block in the economy and
Katharine [00:21:25] Which is sad because we are a poor generation.
Sally Cade [00:21:28] Still. Yeah.
Katharine [00:21:29] Even if we're even if we have the most buy, even if we are the target
demographic,.
Sally Cade [00:21:33] We're likely going to spend it on things that cost less than theater.
Katharine [00:21:36] Yeah.
Sally Cade [00:21:37] So in that way, I think that it is viable if. Digital offerings are less
expensive than a theater ticket.
Katharine [00:21:47] Well, I was going to say, do you think that digital theater should be less
expensive to produce and to view?
Sally Cade [00:21:53] That's a great question.
Katharine [00:21:54] If so, then I think there is room for growth because they're serving
different markets.
Sally Cade [00:22:02] That's a scary thing to say.
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Katharine [00:22:05] Why?
Sally Cade [00:22:07] Because shouldn't it be serving both like.
Katharine [00:22:11] It could, but its target, target, target would probably be different.
Sally Cade [00:22:16] I mean, I think. Like, if you look at Gen Z, they do not have the buying
power yet, right? That and they are you are like a part of a massive part of the consumption of
this content. So but but you will eventually have.
Katharine [00:22:34] Right. And but and what else? What else? What about like I keep going
back to like the monetization of podcasts because that's like the closest proxy that I feel like we
have right now for this. They're they're only doing that through advertising. Like there's got to be
I don't know, we just have to figure out how what what that model looks like. I think for a
TikTok musical, for a digital theater, because I don't think it necessarily needs to be like buying a
ticket for a thing. I think there are other ways to monetize it. And I don't know that we have
figured out
Katharine [00:23:04] What actually I just don't think we figured out what.
Sally Cade [00:23:06] Is it, a studio model? Is it like,.
Katharine [00:23:08] Oh.
Sally Cade [00:23:10] Is it.
Katharine [00:23:10] Like gimlet media?
Sally Cade [00:23:12] or even they you know, I'm thinking more TV like you have a studio who
owns the IP, basically, and like or like Fox, they say we will we will pay you on spec, which is
Katharine [00:23:33] Just get through your thought and then we'll revisit.
Sally Cade [00:23:34] Yeah, we'll pay you on spec to go write this. And then if it's good, we'll
create it.
Katharine [00:23:42] Like a pilot. OK. And then is the question of whether or not the pilot gets
aired
Sally Cade [00:23:48] Or whether or not it gets developed further.
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Katharine [00:23:51] Once it's aired or no.
Sally Cade [00:23:54] I don't know. OK, anyway.
Katharine [00:23:57] But at the end of your thought, I'm left a little like,.
Sally Cade [00:23:59] Yeah, it was not a it was not a complete thought ,
Katharine [00:24:03] so it's OK. So let's like so is this OK that we're talking about this? Because
I don't want to just like completely OK, studio models, studio models yet.
Sally Cade [00:24:14] So like there's money at the top that gets set around before something gets
created.
Katharine [00:24:22] That is so vague. What do you mean.
Sally Cade [00:24:24] It's too Half-Baked, we'll come back to it.
Katharine [00:24:27] Well, I'm really excited about the idea. So it's like it's like.
Sally Cade [00:24:31] We'll make a TikTok about it.
Katharine [00:24:32] Can't wait. So it's like these studios are like incubators for new digital
theater. So basically it's power. It's more powerful because an institution is creating multiple
digital products instead of a bunch of independent things happening. I mean, I think that's what
needs to happen. Like, I have huge dreams of like a digital theater platform that's very interactive
and like that like is built for this where like if there were like I I'm just obsessed with world
building and games in general and, you know, almost like role playing, but not quite so like you
go into the website and you click on the bubble that is Bridgton or Raditude and you can pick it
can like randomly shuffle you through like a scene by scene, different people around the world
doing it. You could do it by those who have the most views you could do the ones that have the
most likes. You can write comments in real time. You can suggest things like, I want there to be a
platform that's actually built for this.
Sally Cade [00:25:33] It's like a digital Punch Drunk.
Katharine [00:25:34] Yeah.
Sally Cade [00:25:35] Are y'all familiar with Punch Drunk?
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Colette [00:25:36] Yes.
Dryden [00:25:36] Yeah.
Katharine [00:25:37] Because what we're doing is we're shoehorning.
Sally Cade [00:25:42] Yeah, that's right.
Katharine [00:25:46] We're retrofitting digital theater onto theater models that are a million
years old and it's awkward. And so what we and so TikTok is like as close as we've gotten, but
there should be its own space. If y'all build it you got to give me some like commissioned kick
back because
Sally Cade [00:26:04] I was speaking to your but speaking to your original question about
demographics. I think that. I think that discerning audiences who have grown up in the digital
space in a way are going to demand like excellence in execution and not necessarily be tied to
the theatrical experience. You know what I mean? They're tied to authenticity on online. So what
is a theatrical experience online? Look like, feel like, like, sound like and maybe it is forgetting
some of the requirements of like traditional traditional theater.
Colette [00:26:49] Yeah, absolutely. Hopping back to like twenty nineteen for like a hot second.
Katharine [00:26:54] Oh my God. Wow.
Colette [00:26:56] So pre all of this pre TikTok. What role do you feel that social media played
in marketing theater on the traditional model and what would make a social media campaign in
that in pre pandemic land successful versus unsuccessful? Are there specific social media
campaigns you can think of that were effective versus ineffective in leveraging that as a
marketing tool?
Sally Cade [00:27:24] So working on campaigns? It's important to recognize who the leaders are
of these campaigns, because they're often people who aren't interacting with social media in the
same way that consumers are interacting with social media like
Katharine [00:27:43] even like Spot-Co.
Sally Cade [00:27:45] Oh, but Spot-Co bosses are the old producers. So there they are, taking
orders from human beings who don't necessarily understand social media. So so even the metrics
of success, I think, are outdated, like. Like a lot of times, I feel like the success, the metric would
be like representing to show truthfully rather than surely
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Katharine [00:28:17] Like numbers and
Sally Cade [00:28:18] Well, I mean, like likes and followers are important. But virility wasn't in
the question like it has been saying. I know. I know. That's crazy because they don't understand
what.
Katharine [00:28:31] So that can't be right.
Sally Cade [00:28:34] So no, I don't think it's broken and I think that. I think the new leaders are
coming in who understand it a little more, and I think people are finally realizing that we can no
offense, but like social media can't be run by an intern, like it needs to be an important strategic
piece of a marketing campaign and actually probably higher up on the media mix.
Katharine [00:29:00] It needs to be a freaking millenial well, it's gotta to be something in
between, don't you think?
Sally Cade [00:29:04] I don't care who I mean, I don't either. I just want it to be somebody who
is implementing strategy from a broad,
Katharine [00:29:10] but somebody who's also a user.
Sally Cade [00:29:11] Yes.
Katharine [00:29:12] So it's got to be somebody who has both. I think we can broaden to Gen
X.
Sally Cade [00:29:17] I was a part of a campaign who so at least on Broadway, there is still a
heavy focus on traditional media and advertising campaigns. And I was on one of the first shows
that used digital as the lead ad agency, and we actually didn't spend much time marketing in
traditional spaces. So like Times Square, billboard was not all that important to us and it ended
up biting us in the butt.
Katharine [00:29:48] Really.
Sally Cade [00:29:49] Like we were not sourcing. Like when you look at a sales funnel, we
were not sourcing the top of the funnel. The digital media hit like midfunnel. So if people were
already interested, we could nab them and bring them into ticket buying. But we weren't getting
the broad interest.
Katharine [00:30:09] That's interesting. Which shows is this?
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Sally Cade [00:30:11] Anastasia. So like. No, I don't think it was working effectively before,
like, I don't think social was operating on all cylinders and this is speaking wildly broadly,
because I think some of it, like Beetlejuice, did a great job.
Katharine [00:30:30] And I just think about the end of the Broadway Briefing every day of like
engagement and social media. And it's like Beetlejuice, Six, Lion King, weirdly.
Sally Cade [00:30:41] But that's just because of the global brand. Yeah, it has nothing to do with
how they're using social. I don't think.
Katharine [00:30:47] They do that cool 360 degree video.
Sally Cade [00:30:50] We did one too.
Katharine [00:30:53] For Anastasia?
Sally Cade [00:30:53] Well, we partnered with anyway, the question was about social and how
it's utilized and. Right. Did I answer it? What else?
Colette [00:31:03] Yeah Did so? Do you think that the engagement numbers that we're seeing on
things like Bridgerton would eventually translate into actual sales figures?
Katharine [00:31:14] It depends on if it's digital or it live for me,.
Colette [00:31:17] Right?
Sally Cade [00:31:19] Like what, what what what would you buy a ticket to?
Katharine [00:31:24] Oh, I'm not talking about sorry. I'm not talking about me as a purchaser.
I'm just saying I think those clicks and likes would translate into digital theatrical experience
very, very, very well. And because of its hype, probably fairly well for life theater. But then I also
think about like the Be More Chill, which had a massive Internet following and was an abysmal
failure on Broadway.
Sally Cade [00:31:48] I want someone to prove that it translates to live in person dollars like,.
Katharine [00:31:56] Why does it have to?
Sally Cade [00:31:58] But. Because you're arguing that
Katharine [00:32:01] I'm not arguing that those things have to go to Broadway.
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Sally Cade [00:32:04] You're arguing that theater that exists should also have digital offerings.
Katharine [00:32:10] Yeah.
Sally Cade [00:32:10] You have to prove that digital offerings serve.
Katharine [00:32:15] But I'm not.
Sally Cade [00:32:15] What's happening on stage.
Katharine [00:32:16] But no, I'm not saying that the digital offerings have to kick back to ticket
sales of live in-person theater. They just have to be monetized in some way. I think you should
think more broadly about the streams of income.
Sally Cade [00:32:30] Well, but if from an ownership perspective, if I as a producer, own what's
happening on stage on Broadway. Everything needs, like all of those dollars need to be funneled
through that. So that means that basically everything on a digital platform is a commercial for
getting butts in the seats.
Katharine [00:32:52] This is getting so broad. Is this OK?
Colette [00:32:54] Yes.
Katharine [00:32:54] Gonna continue to check in? Shoot. So so my brain went to the thought
about, like, indexing theater, because I think that you're thinking really, really, really specifically
about an individual producer on an individual show. So I think that either. A like. I don't know,
this is also half baked, but like a theater, like a producer has like a conglomerate, like an index of
shows that they're working on, that could be both Broadway shows and digital things. And it all
serves that. I don't know. That feels more like a non profit model. But just work with me here
like an endowment for that, like a reserve for that company so that they can take risks on. Like
less like commercial, if you like, I don't know. So that's that's one option. The other is again, I
really don't think this is a smart idea for. An individual show with it, like its lead producers or
whatever, like it either needs to be nonprofit so that it's just if it's an individual show with an
individual producer, to me that then becomes about marketing. It's about and that's it. Whereas
we're and so that's that goes back to just buying seats in the physical theater. That is the
monetization. Whereas if it were an index, it goes back to the reserve, whereas if it were a
nonprofit theater, not only is it marketing, but also you could potentially monetize it through ads,
sponsorships, whatever.
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Sally Cade [00:34:27] I I feel like it's kind of an order of operations question, because if it is an
individual producer producing commercially. It is an exploitation of the rights that you have like,
so when does that happen? So I could make money from like if my property on Broadway got so
big, if I had a Hamilton or a Hadestown even like. How do we extend this property into other
realms to drive money back and and what I want to prove is that doing a piece of digital art
would also make people want to buy seats in the Broadway theater.
Katharine [00:35:11] I still think that you're thinking about too small.
Sally Cade [00:35:14] No, no, I'm not.
Katharine [00:35:15] And too direct, too linear in systems that already exist,
Sally Cade [00:35:20] But they exist.
Katharine [00:35:21] Yeah, but I just think that there's there are more there there is more
exploitation to be had more broadly than just like thinking about the seats in the physical theater,
which is limited to the capacity of that theater.
Sally Cade [00:35:32] It's also limited to how much work you can. Can you produce 17 shows at
once?
Katharine [00:35:37] No, but it would be like a conglomerate assurable. I don't know. When
you were talking to you, I was starting to have dreams of like like spinoffs of Hadestown and
like additional creative content that could be digital, that could go back to another company.
Sally Cade [00:35:53] I agree, but that that is an exploitation of the property that we have the
right to produce. So, like.
Katharine [00:36:00] Where's the but?
Sally Cade [00:36:01] There is no but but it's there, is it but it's where it's where that falls in the
lineup up.
Katharine [00:36:08] So why?
Sally Cade [00:36:08] Go ahead.
Katharine [00:36:10] Why does that have to go back to butts in seats? Because this is a different
one.
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Sally Cade [00:36:14] That's the thing you own. You own the production,
Katharine [00:36:19] Mot the intellectual property.
Sally Cade [00:36:20] You own the production's intellectual property. So like everything on
stage at the
Katharine [00:36:26] I think that should be broadened. Right?
Sally Cade [00:36:28] The writers would never agree to it.
Katharine [00:36:30] Why not?
Sally Cade [00:36:31] Because it's theirs. They're not going to sell it.
Katharine [00:36:33] They're not going to produce spin offs of Hadestown on their own.
Sally Cade [00:36:39] Yeah, but they might want to sell it to a big fancy. You know, Fox or
NBC.
Katharine [00:36:47] Or somebody has got to come into this in-between model because we're
just putting freaking musicals on these streaming platforms and they're somewhere in between
that we just have not tapped into.
Sally Cade [00:36:56] Correct, because the system is the systems in place aren't set up for it.
Katharine [00:37:01] Great build new ones.
Sally Cade [00:37:03] Yeah. Sorry, we did it again.
Dryden [00:37:09] Thank you so much.
Colette [00:37:10] This is the greatest thing that could have ever possibly happened. We're just
in awe. I have one last question. I'm so sorry.
Sally Cade [00:37:21] I'm embarrassed.
Colette [00:37:21] We've literally been just like having, like, side chat about how, like, we don't
want to keep you, but we could do this forever. Like, thank you. Thank you.
Dryden [00:37:30] We've been having these same conversations just we're not as engaged in
everything, you know,.
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Colette [00:37:36] And we don't have the right words for it because we haven't been in the
spaces professionally yet, because we're twenty one
Dryden [00:37:42] But for the past four months, Collette and I have been having exact same
conversations. She got me to work with her company. So now I'm working with them and we're
just everyday we're having these conversations as well. We found your live streams.
Katharine [00:37:55] What's your company?
Colette [00:37:56] Russo Richardson Productions. We're @russorichardson on Instagram and
TIkTok, it's that whole story, it's a whole other thing and I will not bore you with it. But like, how
that happened still boggles my mind. And I still, like, look at the Instagram account and go, I
don't own this. This isn't what the what the heck. We're doing. I have a kid from Zimbabwe in
my show. I have a 13 year old boy from Zimbabwe in my show.
Sally Cade [00:38:24] Cool.
Colette [00:38:25] I can't get over that. I can't get over how that's possible. But yeah, no, I just I
think this whole thing is so fascinating and cool and y'all are the greatest.
Katharine [00:38:36] And sorry Dryden, I definitely cut you off just now.
Dryden [00:38:38] No, totally ok, totally all right. I was just going on with how we've been
having these conversations. We have just been ruminating over this idea and. I feel like where
I'm at in both my professional career, which has yet to really begin and my academic career, I
just don't have the experience in order to pull these things out and find this data and so that's why
I'm so excited to do these kinds of things, and I'm hoping that this will take me into my masters
that I hope to do in a year or two. But it's just exciting and it's just interesting.
Katharine [00:39:17] That's awesome.
Colette [00:39:19] We've got one last question. What do you think are the like out of this whole
movement? What do you think are the biggest takeaways for the existing institutions in terms of
what they should learn from these models to make their work more effective? And I'm talking
effectiveness in terms of like ability to bring in audience and money, in this case, not necessarily
artistic effectiveness.
Katharine [00:39:47] Go for it.
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Sally Cade [00:39:50] I think it comes back to scarcity vs. abundance, but don't laugh. This is
my answer to everything. But if I were an institution looking at this moment. I would question if
I am like, oh, no, we we can't do digital, like we don't have the bandwidth, we don't have the
time, we don't our audience isn't there. Like, we don't have that switch that around in your head
and say, what are the opportunities here? Like, how can we get involved? How can this broaden
our reach?
Katharine [00:40:25] You are arguing against your earlier self.
Sally Cade [00:40:27] I always argue against myself. I am Gemini Moon, I see many sides of
every argument. But that's do you not agree with me,.
Katharine [00:40:39] Queen, you are arguing what I - you are arguing me 10 minutes ago. So
yes, continue at this brilliant point.
Sally Cade [00:40:49] That's my point.
Katharine [00:40:50] I agree. I agree.
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Appendix 3: Questions for Jenny Salisbury
What would you say are the biggest factors that lead to stronger audience relations for a
theatre organization? (from a marketing perspective)
Do you have any experience with theater in a virtual space?
Do you see any benefits and challenges with specifically the audience or connecting with an
audience through a virtual space? Examples?
What would be some of the biggest lessons theatre’s learned throughout this shift to 100%
digital in relation to engaging their audience?
Can you give us just a couple of things that are your tried and true audience engagement
strategies? What would you say is the business model as it stands in 2019?
What kind of questions would you ask to find data about Gen Z’s consumption habits?
What are the key things that make a good social media marketing strategy for a great PR arts
organization specifically?
What is a common misconception that arts organizations have about their audiences?
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Appendix 4: Questions for Sally Cade Holmes & Katherine Quinn
What do you see as the largest difference between the emerging models we're seeing develop in
virtual spaces and the traditional theater creation model?
If you had to guess, what do you think it is about these new projects that allows them to grow so
quickly?
Do you think these TikTok creations or these digital theater performances have a life after
Broadway opens again or after?
Do you think it would have happened in the first place if we'd never had a pandemic?
Do you think that independent young producers working in a virtual space will be able to for
audience eyes and butts in seats and ticket money, compete with the institutions even if the
institutions don't buy into it.
What role do you think demographics play in the growth of these new models? And how might
that affect the ability for projects like this to be financially successful?
What role do you feel that social media played in marketing theater on the traditional model and
what would make a social media campaign in that in pre pandemic land successful versus
unsuccessful? Are there specific social media campaigns you can think of that were effective
versus ineffective in leveraging that as a marketing tool?
Do you think that the engagement numbers that we're seeing on things like Bridgerton would
eventually translate into actual sales figures?
What do you think are the biggest takeaways for the existing institutions in terms of what they
should learn from these models to make their work more effective?
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Appendix 5: Coding Report
Codes for Sally Cade Holmes and Katherine Quinn
Codes for Jenny Salisbury
Codes with intersections

● Access and Accessibility
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Filling a Need
Wide Reach
Does virtual serve the mission?
Does more people sacrifice local communities
Does virtual need to compete with live
Designated space
Eroding barriersX2
Digital leads to larger audiences
Geographical accessibility
Millennials want accessibility

● Community
●
●
●
●
●

Inclusion/ParticipationX2
Being an insiderX2
Behind the curtain X2
Audience instant feedback loopsX2
Feeling of communityX2

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The feeling of community theatre
“Community based theatrical, music, concert thing”
The appetite of the masses
Authenticity online
Not always broadway
Feeling listened to leads to better relations
Trust
Difficulty building a relationship
Anonymity leads to worry
Simple ways to engage are key
Prioritize community
Pride in community
Convince people theatre is worth it
Provide positive experiences

● Innovations
● Audience Engagement over money X2
● Hybrid digital live performancesX2
● New models
● Not producer run
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Creative run
Massive audience engagement right away
Steps rearranged
All content is valuable
Pandemic spark
Innovating
New Financial model
Globalizations
Mission serving more people
AND not OR
Institutions doing both
Monetization through advertising
Studio model
Incubators
New platform
New models in square holes
Just monetization
Monetize multiple at once
What are the new opportunities to broaden reach?
● Social shareability
●
●

Participation as Marketing
Interactive Events

● Traditions
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

More professional
Large industry people being involved
Gate Keepers
Can’t ignore the producer
Order of operations
Money person arrived
Takes time to commercialize
Institutions not trusting
Scarcity mindset
institutions resisting
Institutions vs. Individuals
TOo much work too few resources
Broken, old financial model
Popstars are fine
Geography: magic and exclusive
Power
Campaigns run by unfamiliar
Outdated
Broken system
Focus on traditional campaigns
Social ineffectively run
Producers own productions
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Producrers own productions only
Production IP vs. Material IP
Writers not going to sell
Writers sell to other models
Need new systems
Scarcity vs. abundance
Audience Programming
Boomers want exclusivity
Gen Xers want real
Easy asks from audiences

● Creative Process
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Space to fail
Type of artist
Seeing and acting on potential
Doing with their friends
Zoom is not suited
Can virtual remedy
Excellence in execution
Spin-offs
Writers don’t have resources
Changes in intimacy
Metaphors in intimacy
Technology as symbols
Performers feel more vulnerable

● Markets and Financing
●
●
●
●
●

Ancient SubscribersX2
Millennials buying mostX2
Also brokeX2
Virtual cheaperX2
Gen Z?X2

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Serve different audiences
Staying with the times
Screw with Tourisim
Screw with live ticket sales
Virtual increase live ticket sale?
Different markets
Different requirements
Social Media crucial
Run by users
Digital failed
Not capturing broad interest
Engagement translates to digital not live
Not all engagement succeeds
Digital offerings serve stage
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Digital sells In-person to exploit rights
More exploitation
Access to resources
Lower cost but higher engagement
Millennials bounce around
Blurred lines between generational trends
Who is your competition
Other theatres feed your audience
Any engagement in the arts supports you
Anything that’s “easier” is competition
Initial hump of engagement
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Appendix 6: Consent Forms
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Appendix 7: Amendment for Katherine Quinn’s Consent Form (She forgot to add “X”s)
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Appendix 8: TCPS Certificates
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Appendix 9: Reflection on Affinity Groups
We had the opportunity to meet as our entire affinity group, including our one member at
the New School once. Aside from that we have met as a group again in our presentation planning
meeting with you and have been in conversation throughout. Our initial meeting was February
1st, 2021 at 7:00 PM EST. In this meeting we mainly shared all of our essay topics and where we
were in regards to research at that point. In that meeting I found there to be a solid dialogue
between our group members especially in relation to concept development. I think particularly
because this meeting happened so early in the development stage for all of us, many were still
working through several of the kinks in regards to our thesis or concept itself. We did not find
this group to be the most effective mostly due to the unfamiliarity between everyone involved. In
our group there are six University of Toronto students, several of whom we are not the most
familiar with, and one single New School student. This led to many of us feeling a bit
uncomfortable candidly talking and although I (Dryden) attempted to break the ice for the
student from the New School it didn’t seem to work. I believe if there were a stronger balance
between New School and UofT in our group, and if scheduling weren’t so difficult we would
have been able to have a more comfortable and dynamic conversation.
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Appendix 10: Reflection on Ethnographic Instensives
We made an active effort to include what we learned in intensive A within this paper. The
way we went around this was studying and reviewing our practices while working at Russo
Richardson Productions because this gave us an amazing opportunity to collect some degree of
data regarding social media marketing and its effectiveness in relation with digital theatre. As
you know we are hoping to continue this research topic and in that further research we hope to
extend our utilization of digital ethnography. In that course, we hope to collect qualitative data
through an ethnographic research study in regards to participation with social media posts and
their translation to fiscal gain.

